Cross sections involving massive Dirac or Majorana neutrinos usually differ only by terms which are suppressed by the smallness of the neutrino mass.
I. INTRODUCTION
The question of distinguishing Dirac from Majorana neutrinos has been frequently discussed (see e.g. [1, 2] ). Since the Majorana neutrino is its own anti-particle, it has in general quite distinct properties from the Dirac neutrino. Experimentally, it is nevertheless difficult to distinguish between these two kinds of neutrinos. I discuss the possibility of revealing the neutrino's nature using neutral-current (NC) neutrino data such as measured at LEP I or by the CHARM II collaboration. Because of contradicting statements which have recently appeared [3] [4] [5] I provide explicit results for the neutrino cross sections of concern, keeping the neutrino mass dependence where necessary. In particular I illustrate and comment on the following list of important and more or less familiar properties of neutrinos: a) If neutrinos are massless particles and if only the left-handed (or, equivalently, only the right-handed) field interacts then Majorana and Dirac neutrinos are identical, such that the theoretical distinction into "Dirac" and "Majorana" is meaningless. [6] This is particularly true for standard model (SM) neutrinos. The proof is given in Appendix A. b) A massless neutrino (m ν = 0) is always a helicity eigenstate for both Majorana and Dirac neutrinos. In this case the helicity is an intrinsic property and represents a Lorentz invariant quantum number. c) A massive Majorana neutrino, even in the small-mass limit (m ν → 0 with m ν = 0), is in general not an eigenstate of helicity and can have a spin pointing in an arbitrary direction. This is also true for massive Majorana neutrinos moving at relativistic velocities (β → 1, β = 1); see e.g. [7, 8] . g) The neutral current coupling of a massive Majorana neutrino is pure axial-vector (assuming diagonal NCs), independent of the specific values of the vector and axial-vector couplings in the Lagrangian. This means that the vector coupling of a massive Majorana neutrino does not contribute to the neutral current, no matter what its value is. This follows from charge-conjugation properties of the free Majorana field; see Ap-pendix A. In contrast, the vector coupling of a (massless or massive) Dirac neutrino does contribute to the neutral current, such that the general neutral current cross sections of Dirac neutrinos consist of both vector and axial-vector contributions.
In Sec. IV, I provide a summary, focusing on the statements d) and e) given above. I point out the importance of the history of an incoming neutrino, in particular, whether it has been produced in a (chiral) charged current interaction or not. Furthermore, I comment on previous publications on the subject of distinguishing Majorana and Dirac neutrinos.
The possibility of flipping the helicity of the neutrino through strong magnetic fields is also considered.
II. NEUTRINO CROSS SECTIONS AT LEP I
Neutral current neutrino pair production has been measured indirectly at LEP I. Taking the neutrino couplings to be the purely left-handed 2 neutrino interaction of the SM Lagrangian, the angular distribution for e + e − → ν fνf can be easily calculated. At the Z peak
Z , s being the squared center-of-mass-system (CMS) energy], the neutrinos are (almost 3 ) exclusively produced via neutral current exchange (Fig. 1 ). In the case of Majorana (M) neutrinos (ν ≡ ν) and Dirac (D) neutrinos the differential cross sections at s ≈ m for Majorana and Dirac neutrinos, respectively. In a somewhat different context such asymmetries have already been considered in [7, 10, 11] . Even if the CC contribution to neutrino pair production was included, A 
III. NEUTRINO CROSS SECTIONS OF THE CHARM II EXPERIMENT
Neutral current neutrino cross sections have also been measured by the CHARM II collaboration [13] using the processes ν µ e − → ν µ e − andν µ e − →ν µ e − [14, 15] . The incident neutrinos are produced via a chiral CC interaction. They are therefore approximately eigenstates of helicity. This needs to be taken into account when calculating the relevant cross sections: Recall point e) of the introduction.
The CHARM II experiment proceeds as follows: Charged pions are produced and directed at a fixed target. They predominantly decay into a muon and a muon neutrino. This neutrino can interact with a target electron only via neutral current Z exchange, leading to an electron and a muon neutrino in the final state.
In the case of Dirac neutrinos, a positively (negatively) charged pion can decay into µ
The cross sections for neutrino and anti-neutrino scattering are different.
In the case of Majorana neutrinos there is no distinction between neutrino and antineutrino. However, the fact that the intermediate neutrino has been produced via a chiral CC interaction is important and affects the subsequent neutral current interaction. To take this into account, I calculate the complete process
with the subsequent NC reaction
The corresponding Feynman diagram is shown in Fig. 2 . The intermediate neutrino ν µ (q)
is a virtual particle. It appears as a propagator in the amplitude. For simplicity I assume ν µ to be approximately a mass eigenstate (small mixing angles in the neutrino sector). The 2 → 3 amplitudes involving a Dirac (D) or Majorana (M) muon neutrino are obtained as
where the superscript µ + indicates the detection of a positively charged muon in the final state. In the case of an incoming negatively charged pion, the three-particle final state contains a µ − and the amplitudes involving a Dirac or Majorana neutrino are
Here the following abbreviations have been used:
f π being the pion decay constant, and θ 1 being the CKM mixing angle for π ± decay [16] .
The axial-vector coupling of the Majorana neutrino to the Z boson is apparent in (3.3) and (3.5) . Splitting the amplitudes involving a Majorana neutrino into a part with lefthanded and a part with right-handed Zνν vertex, they can be written as (
where I define
In the case of general vector and axial-vector couplings, it is also possible to write the resulting Dirac and Majorana amplitudes as a combination of the above results for M µ ± D and ∆M µ ± , the coefficients being functions of the generalized coupling constants; see Appendix B.
Using the identities
I arrive at the following expressions:
Since ∆M is proportional to the neutrino mass, one might expect the square of the Majorana
to be equal to the squared Dirac amplitude plus a term proportional to m ν plus terms proportional to higher powers of m ν . The term proportional to a single power of m ν , however, vanishes since the "interference term" yields
Summing over the spins of the final fermions and averaging over the spin of the initial electron I obtain the exact final result of the squared π ± e − → ν µ µ ± e − amplitude for the Majorana case:
The squared amplitude for the Dirac case, |M
is recovered when setting m ν = 0 in the above result for |M
For all of the allowed phase space, including q 2 = 0, the result for massive Majorana neutrinos can be expressed as In the case of Dirac neutrinos one can in good approximation calculate neutrino cross sections by only considering the sub-reaction (3.1). In the case of Majorana neutrinos this, however, yields a wrong result. Instead of calculating the complete 2 → 3 process as done above, one can evaluate the sub-reaction (3.1) taking into account a "state preparation factor" [6] for the incoming Majorana neutrino (see Appendix A). This gives a good approximation, but neglects effects of O(m ν ).
Taking into account the upper bound for the muon neutrino mass, m νµ < 0.17 MeV at 90% confidence level [12] , the difference between Dirac and Majorana cross sections is too small to be detected by the CHARM II experiment.
IV. SUMMARY AND COMMENTS
Typical that the neutrino events observed by the CHARM II experiment give strong evidence for the absence of Majorana neutrinos is incorrect. This was already noticed by Kayser [4] .
The main error is the neglection of the fact that the incident neutrinos are produced via a left-handed interaction. The calculation in Sec. III and its generalization in Appendix B
show this explicitly.
The effect of the left-handed production mechanism can approximately be formulated by the introduction of a state preparation factor [6] . This approximation is valid for small neutrino masses; see (A.15). Not taking into account the left-handed production mechanism, that is, neglecting the state preparation factor, one obtains incorrect Majorana amplitudes.
In the case of Dirac neutrinos, the state preparation factor either leaves the amplitude approximately unchanged or leads to approximately non-interacting ("sterile") Dirac neutrinos. In the case of massless chiral neutrinos there is no distinction between Majorana and Dirac particles. Hence their cross sections are identical [6] as is pointed out in [5] .
To become more sensitive to the Majorana or Dirac nature of neutrinos, it would be ideal to avoid the presence of the "state preparation factor". An obvious example for such a process is the production of neutrino pairs. If such neutrinos are massive Majorana particles, their transverse polarization is not suppressed by the smallness of their mass. In contrast, Dirac neutrinos are almost eigenstates of helicity. For the NC process e + e − → Z → ν f ν (−) f I have pointed out the existence of Majorana neutrino cross sections which are not smooth as m ν → 0: Recall the forward-backward asymmetries of (2.4) and (2.5). Such observables are ideal candidates for distinguishing Majorana and Dirac neutrinos. The existence of this possibility was not recognized in the discussion given in [6] . The challenge, of course, is to identify experiments with high enough luminosity to collect enough events.
Another possibility is to change the "state preparation factor" for CC produced neutrinos.
Massive Dirac neutrinos have a radiatively induced magnetic moment (see e.g. [17] ). Massive
Majorana neutrinos possibly have a magnetic transition moment (see e.g. [18] ), connecting two different mass eigenstates with opposite chiral preparation. Though these moments are expected to be very small, the application of extremely strong magnetic fields can lead to a state transition of the neutrino: The neutrino can lose its memory of its chiral production.
Effectively, the "state preparation factor" of neutrinos is altered via magnetic fields. Taking Especially K. Riesselmann did a lot of effort to support my work.
APPENDIX A: BASIC PROPERTIES OF NEUTRINOS
The quantized wave function for a free Majorana field may be written as
f s ( p) and f † s ( p) being the annihilator and creator of a free one particle state with helicity s, and λ being an arbitrary phase factor (see e.g. [1, 2] ). In general an amplitude for a certain process can be derived from the interaction Lagrangian by S-matrix expansion, using Wick's Majorana neutrinos can be calculated using the charge conjugation property of the free Majorana field is given in [19] .
The neutral current of a massive Majorana neutrino,
is pure axial-vector for arbitrary vector and axial-vector couplings g ν V and g ν A in the Lagrangian. Using the charge conjugation Dirac matrix C and taking the neutral current to be normal-ordered 4 , one can write:
where the following identities have been used:
From (A.3) the pure axial-vector nature of the neutral current is apparent:
I now prove point a) of the introduction. In the massless case the Dirac equation only has two linear independent solutions:
where
and P L,R are the chiral projectors as defined in (3.6). In addition, chirality and helicity are the same for massless neutrinos:
If only the left-handed part 5 of the massless Majorana field interacts, only the left-handed chiral projection of (A.1) is relevant. Because of (A.8) I immediately obtain
Since f − and f + are independent operators obeying the anti-commutation relations of the Dirac algebra ν L (x) has the well-known form of the quantized field of a left-handed massless Dirac neutrino. 6 Therefore a massless Majorana neutrino behaves in the same way as a massless Dirac neutrino if only left-handed (or only right-handed) interactions are present.
End of proof. Please notice that the two different helicity states corresponding to f − and f + 5 Of course the same discussion could be made for the right-handed part. 6 The phase factor λ can be absorbed by redefining f + .
are the same in all Lorentz frames because the massless neutrino is traveling with the speed of light. This is not the case as soon as the neutrino has a non-zero mass. In particular, there is no smooth limit for restoring the Lorentz invariance of the helicity as m ν → 0 or β → 1. There is an additional fundamental difference between massless Majorana neutrinos on one hand and light or relativistic Majorana neutrinos on the other hand: Only in the massless case chirality is a good quantum number, being then identical to helicity.
Next I show that the neutral current for a massless Majorana neutrino is chiral. For both Dirac and Majorana neutrinos the neutral current of (A.2) can be rewritten as
Because massless chiral Majorana fields satisfy Cν
Inserting this result in (A.10) I find that even for arbitrary vector and axial-vector couplings the neutral current for massless Majorana neutrinos is chiral: However for Majorana neutrinos the state preparation factor plays an important role. It was shown above that the NC Majorana neutrino vertex is pure axial vector, hence [using
In contrast a calculation for a chirally prepared initial Majorana state yields
In comparison, for chirally prepared Dirac neutrinos (anti-neutrinos) one obtains neutrinos to be three. Clearly, the CHARM II experiment has confirmed the assumption of flavour universality for two neutrino flavours, namely for the electron and muon family, independent of the fact whether neutrinos are Dirac or Majorana particles. Presently, there is no experimental proof that the tau neutrino has the same couplings as the electron neutrino and muon neutrino.
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